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Abstract— In this contribution, a new image database for
testing full-reference image quality assessment metrics is
presented. It is based on 1700 test images (25 reference images,
17 types of distortions for each reference image, 4 levels for each
type of distortion). Using this image database, 654 observers
from three different countries (Finland, Italy, and Ukraine) have
carried out about 400000 individual human quality judgments
(more than 200 judgments for each distorted image). The
obtained mean opinion scores for the considered images can be
used for evaluating the performances of visual quality metrics as
well as for comparison and for the design of new metrics. The
database, with testing results, is freely available.
Index Terms—Visual quality metrics, HVS, test image
databases

I. INTRODUCTION
Quality evaluation of digital images is critical in all
applications of image processing. Each stage of processing,
storing, compression, and enhancement, may introduce
perceivable distortions [1][2]. The visibility and annoyance of
these impairments are directly related to the quality of the
received/processed data. It is fundamental the possibility of
measuring the overall perceived quality to maintain, control,
or to enhance the quality of the digital data.
Many efforts have been directed during the last two decades
by the scientific community to the design of quality metrics.
The choice of an adequate metric usually depends on the
requirements of the considered application. They can be
distinguished in objective and subjective metrics. In objective
measurements of the performances of an imaging system,
image quality and quality losses are determined by evaluating
some parameters based on a given general mathematical,
physical or psycho-psychological model. While in subjective
tests, the digital image quality is determined from the
performance of test-persons in subjective psychological tests.
Objective quality metrics can be classified according to the
amount of side information required to compute a given

quality measurement. Using this criterion, three generic
classes of objective metrics can be classified as Full Reference
(FR) when the original and the impaired data are available,
Reduced Reference (RR) when some side information
regarding the original media can be used, and No-Reference
(NR) if only the impaired image is available. The most used
FR objective metrics are the Mean Squared Error (MSE) and
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). They have low
computational cost,
physical meanings, and
are
mathematically easy to deal with for optimization purposes.
However, they have been widely criticized for not being well
correlated with perceived quality measurement [3][4].
To overcome such problems, recently HVS inspired
objective quality metrics have been introduced. The main
difference among these metrics and the mathematical ones
(MSE, PSNR) is that they are more heuristic. It is more
difficult to perform a mathematical comparison of their
performances. Thus, to adequately evaluate the quality of such
metrics statistical experiments are needed [8][9]. To this
purpose, a large database of distorted test images is usually
prepared, and the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) from a large
number of human observers is collected. Then, the subjective
results are compared with the objective scores of the tested
metrics to identify the metric more tuned to the subjective
scores. However some drawbacks are to be considered:
usually the size of the test database is not big enough [10], the
number of different distortions is limited [11][12], and
methodological errors in planning and execution of the
experiments can occur.
Since in most applications humans are the ultimate
receivers of the digital data, the most accurate way to
determine its quality is to measure it directly using
psychophysical
experiments
with
human
subjects.
Unfortunately, these subjective tests are too expensive and
time-consuming.
One of the most intensive studies in this field has been
carried out by the Video Quality Expert Group (VQEG)[13].
New metrics of image visual quality have been designed and

the largest database of distorted test images (982 distorted
images: 29 reference images, 5 types of distortions, 5-7
distortion levels) has been created, LIVE database [14].
However, to our opinion, the LIVE database, as well as the
other ones, does not allow to adequately evaluate metrics of
image visual quality. This is due to the limited number of the
modeled types of distortions, for LIVE namely the ones
induced by JPEG and JPEG2000 compression, arising from
transmission errors for JPEG2000, modeled by white noise
and Gaussian blur. Among them only the distortion caused by
JPEG compression allows the evaluation of the
correspondence of the tested metrics to one feature of HVS. In
[9], the conclusion (based on using LIVE database) is that VIF
[15] is the best among tested metrics. At the same time, based
on data of subjective experiments carried out in [10] (in which
the authors took into account peculiarities of HVS as CSF and
contrast masking), the values of Spearman and Kendall
correlations for VIF and MOS are 0.377 and 0.255,
respectively. Meanwhile, for the best metrics considered the
correlations are equal to 0.984 and 0.948, respectively. This
means that LIVE database has not allowed to emphasize the
poor accounting of CSF and of contrast masking by VIF.
In the design of the proposed database, we have tried to
overcome the drawbacks of existing test image databases
while maintaining their positive aspects. Briefly, this image
database contains 17 types of distortions related to the most
important currently known peculiarities of HVS and valuable
(wide-spread) practical situations of image processing.
For assessing the human perceived quality, a huge number
of participants (654) has been enrolled in the performed
experiments for providing reliability of the obtained MOS
estimates. Using this database, it is possible to more
accurately evaluate the correspondence of metrics to the
human visual judgment. We also have analyzed some results,
in particular, human perception of noisy and filtered images.
The paper is organized as follows. The requirements to
image databases used for testing full-reference quality metrics
are considered in Section II. Section III is devoted to the
description of the proposed image database. In Section IV we
present the performed experiments. Analysis of the obtained
results is also given. Finally, Section V conclusions are drawn.
II. REQUIREMENTS TO IMAGE DATABASES USED FOR TESTING
FULL-REFERENCE QUALITY METRICS
The image databases to be used for the considered
application have to satisfy several requirements as reflecting
the HVS peculiarities and containing non-trivial images.
Based on previous experience, we can summarize some
guideline for designing a test image database:
• it should include images with considerably different
characteristics: percentage of homogeneous regions, details
and textures, various texture characteristics, etc.;
• for each HVS feature, the database has to contain, at
least, one distortion type that allows to estimate how this
feature influences image visual quality;
• it is desirable that the database will contain image

distortions typical for practice that originate due to
compression, denoising, data transmission errors, etc;
• the images in the database should not be too simple for
visual quality estimation: 1) the number of distortion levels
should not be large, 2) the number of situations when all
metrics evidence in favor of a given image should not be
large. Fig. 1 shows three undesirable situations in testing.
Quality of the image in Fig. 1 (a) is worse than one in Fig. 1
(b). Then, a majority of tested quality metrics will indicate
preference of the latter image quality. The presence of
relatively large number of such pairs of compared image
combinations in database might result in overestimated
effectiveness of all considered metrics. Images represented in
Figures 1 (c) and 1 (d) relate to the same type of distortions
(impulse noise). The image in Fig. 1 (c) is characterized by a
sufficiently higher level of distortions. In this case, most
metrics will evidence in favor of the better quality of the
image in Fig. 1 (d). In general, this is the correct decision and
the property to clearly “recognize” such simple situations has
to be provided for quality metrics. However a large number of
such combinations leads to increasing correlation of the
analyzed metric and MOS. It is also undesirable to use many
images in a database for which distortions are unperceived
(Figures 1 (e) and 1 (f)).
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED IMAGE DATABASE
The proposed test database (TID2008) contains color
images with different textural characteristics, various
percentages of homogeneous regions, edges and details. The
images are from the Kodak test set [16] that can be considered
as a good trade off between the abovementioned requirements.
Besides, we have synthesized and added one artificial image
that has different texture fragments and objects with various
characteristics. All images are of size 512x384 pixels. Table I
presents the distortions modeled in our image database.
As can be noticed several distortions have been considered.
For example, masked noise and high frequency noises are
types of distortions that allow analyzing metrics’ adequateness
with respect to local contrast sensitivity and spatial frequency
sensitivity of HVS. Such artifacts are typically introduced by
lossy image compression or digital watermarking [17][18].
Other important type of distortions studied recently [20] are
residual distortions resulting from denoising. It is a common
result that the PSNR for a filtered image is by 2-3 dB better
than an original (noisy) one, but, at the same time, visually a
processed image looks worse than the corresponding noisy
original. Thus, we have included into our database images for
which original additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise is suppressed by
one of the state-of-the-art filter [21]. In Fig. 2, an example of
the original and of its version corrupted by Gaussian additive
noise is reported. As it can be seen, although the processed
image is characterized by a larger PSNR, residual noise after
filtering and distortions introduced by filtering leads to
perceivable artifacts.
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Fig 1. Three examples of too simple cases of visual quality assessment that have to be met quite seldom

TABLE I
TYPES OF DISTORTIONS USED IN OUR IMAGE DATABASE
Type of distortion
Correspondence to
Accounted HVS
(four levels for each
practical situation
peculiarities
distortion)
Additive Gaussian noise Image acquisition
Adaptivity, robustness
Additive noise in color
Image acquisition
Color sensitivity
components
Spatial frequency
Spatially correlated noise Digital photography
sensitivity
Image compression, Local contrast
Masked noise
watermarking
sensitivity
Image compression, Spatial frequency
High frequency noise
watermarking
sensitivity
Impulse noise
Image acquisition
Robustness
Image registration, Color, local contrast,
Quantization noise
gamma correction
spatial frequency
Spatial frequency
Gaussian blur
Image registration
sensitivity
Spatial frequency, local
Image denoising
Image denoising
contrast
Color, spatial frequency
JPEG compression
JPEG compression
sensitivity
JPEG2000
Spatial frequency
JPEG2000 compression
compression
sensitivity
JPEG transmission errors Data transmission
Eccentricity
JPEG2000 transm. errors Data transmission
Eccentricity
Non eccentricity pattern Image compression,
Eccentricity
noise
watermarking
Local block-wise
Image acquisition,
distortions of different
Evenness of distortions
inpainting
intensity
Mean shift (intensity
Image acquisition
Light level sensitivity
shift)
Image acquisition, Light
level,
local
Contrast change
gamma correction
contrast sensitivity

Another distortion we considered is caused by compression
and transmission oven noisy packet channels. We have
included into our database the images compressed by JPEG or

JPEG2000 and decoded with errors in data transmission
channels. Quite often it is not easy to notice distortions
induced by such errors since they are almost not seen (visible)
due to their non-eccentricity. Fig. 3 presents two examples of
distortions due to transmission/decoding errors. Distorted
fragments might occur to be similar to original texture and/or
color of surrounding fragments and due to peculiarities of
HVS a human might not notice (pay attention to) such
distortions. To our opinion, the use of images for which the
considered distortions are modeled will allow to get some
imagination concerning ability of the tested quality metrics to
take this feature of HVS into account. Another distortion we
introduced in the test set is the so called local block-wise
distortions of different intensity. An idea that we would like to
verify consists in the following. We suppose that in case of
compact impulse-like distortions HVS reacts not to distortion
values pixel by pixel but to area (percentage of pixels) that is a
subject to (occupied by) distortions. Distortions have been
modeled in such a way that blocks of size 32x32 pixels that
have arbitrary random color have been placed in an image
randomly but mainly in places where there is important
information (content). For the first level of distortions, 16
blocks with color slightly differing from mean color of
replaced fragment have been added. For the second level of
distortions, the amount of such blocks was 8 but their color
differs from mean color of replaced fragment more. For the
third and fourth levels, four and two blocks have been
replaced, respectively. However, for these blocks their color
differs more essentially from the mean colors of the
corresponding replaced fragments. Trials show that the image
corrupted by two blocks is perceived as having better visual
quality (although it has smaller PSNR) than the image

distorted by 16 blocks. Finally, we have added into our
database images for which mean shift and contrast change
distortions have been modeled [7].

a)

PSNR are of about 30 dB, 27 dB, 24 dB, and 21 dB (very
good quality, good quality, poor quality, and bad quality). On
one hand, such number of distortion levels for 25 reference
images allows to “reliably cover” all range of subjective
quality of distorted images from “excellent” to “very bad”. On
the other hand, four levels do not create too many simple
combinations of image pairs at their quality comparison stage
(see Section II). Table II gives some additional details
concerning generation of distorted images for all types. Note
that all color images have been represented as RGB with 8 bits
in each component.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of visual quality a) after filtering out additive noise,
PSNR=28.19 dB, b) original noisy image corrupted by additive i.i.d. Gaussian
noise, PSNR=26.99 dB
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TABLE 2
SOME DETAILS OF DISTORTED IMAGE GENERATION
Type of distortion
Four levels of distortions
Additive Gaussian noise
Variance=64, 130, 260, 525
Different additive noise in color
PSNR=30 dB, 27 dB, 24 dB, 21 dB
components
Spatially correlated noise
Variance=64, 130, 260, 525
Masked noise
PSNR=30 dB, 27 dB, 24 dB, 21 dB
High frequency noise
PSNR=30 dB, 25 dB, 20 dB, 15 dB
Impulse noise
Pimp=0.85%, 1.7%, 3.4%, 6.8%
Quantization noise
QS (quantization step)=27, 39, 55, 76
Window size is 11, Sigma (parameter
Gaussian blur
of blur) = 0.65, 1, 1.7, 4
Variance of additive noise before
Image denoising
filtering = 144, 484, 1764, 8100
quality levels with parameters of
JPEG compression
compression equal to 60, 23, 8, 4 (100
- max quality, 0 - min quality)
JPEG2000 compression
PSNR=30 dB, 27 dB, 24 dB, 21 dB
JPEG transmission errors
PSNR=30 dB, 27 dB, 24 dB, 21 dB
JPEG2000 transmission errors PSNR=30 dB, 27 dB, 24 dB, 21 dB
Non eccentricity pattern noise PSNR=30 dB, 27 dB, 24 dB, 21 dB
Local block-wise distortions of
16, 8, 4 and 2 blocks
different intensity
Mean shift (intensity shift)
Value of the shift is +10,-20,+30,-40
Contrast change
x1.2, x0.75, x1.45, x0.5

IV. EXPERIMENTS DESCRIPTION

a)

b)
Fig. 3. Image decoded with errors due to unreliable data transmission line: a)
for the standard JPEG, PSNR=24.05 dB, b) for the standard JPEG2000,
PSNR=23.98 dB

We have set four levels for all types of distortions. For
almost all types of distortions, the corresponding levels of

There are different methodologies that can be used to
evaluate the quality of an image [9][22]. In [23] we tested the
following approach to evaluate the image visual quality. The
basic idea is that is easier for a subject to select the image of
higher quality between two than to rank one image with a
scale. The experiment performed is organized in two phases.
In the first one the observers have been asked to sort the
images from the test set according to their visual quality
through a pair-wise comparisons. For each couple of distorted
images the observer had to decide which one, between the
two, was less distorted when compared to the original one.
Then, a quantitative evaluation of the image quality is
determined by its position in the obtained ordered set. In the
second phase of the experiment, to produce the MOS, the
observers were asked to rate the annoyance of possible
impairments in the test set using a continuous scale [0,100],
where ‘100’ corresponds to the case where no distortions are
detected (i.e. the highest quality) and ‘0’ to the case where
very annoying impairments are present. At the end of the
experiments, the subjects have marked that it was simpler the
first stage of quality evaluation although for sorting the test set
they had to perform more judgments. Moreover, the Pearson

correlation between the MOS obtained from the quantitative
evaluation of image quality (second stage in the experiments),
and the MOS derived by averaging the image positions in the
sorted samples (first stage in the experiments) was equal to
0.99. This means that both approaches have led to the same
results.
A conventional way to measure the correspondence
between the HVS and the visual quality is to find the
correlation between these metric values calculated for the
considered test image database and the MOS values obtained
for the same database. Different correlations can be used: the
standard Pearson correlation and rank correlations proposed
by Spearman and Kendall [24]. In our tests we have used the
Spearman and Kendall correlation. In fact the use of Pearson
correlation requires a preliminary data fitting [9] whilst the
rank correlations of Spearman and Kendall can be derived
without such pre-processing.
According to [22], the execution time of one experiment by
each observer should not exceed 30 minutes. In our case
database of test images contains 1700 images. The full sorting
of this image database will require about 1700 x log2 (1700)
decisions for each observer. Supposing that each comparison
takes approximately 2-3 seconds, the total time for each
subject experiment will vary from 10 up to 15 hours. This is
unrealistic. Thus, experiments for each reference image have
been performed separately. The averaged time needed by each
subject for one reference image is 13.5 minutes.
Totally 654 experiments have been carried out in three
countries: Finland, Italy, and Ukraine. 251 experiments have
been carried out in Finland, 150 in Italy, and 253 in Ukraine.
In Italy and Ukraine the experiments have been performed in
off-line mode; in Finland, in on-line mode via Internet.
Our experiments have been performed on LCD and TFT
monitors with screen sizes 17 or 19 inches. The monitor
brightness, illumination and distance from the observer varied
in wide limits. The only fixed parameter in our experiments
was the monitor resolution, 1152x864 pixels.
It is useful to note that the designed database is intended for
verification of visual quality metrics in a priori unknown
conditions. Each experiment consisted of 9 cycles. During the
first cycle all the 68 distorted images of a given set that
correspond to a selected reference image have been randomly
divided into 34 pairs. The “winners” of each pair (an image
that has better visual quality according to the observer
opinion) got one point, the “losers” got no points. In each
cycle those images have been randomly combined to pairs that
had equal or almost equal number of points. Thus, each image
had a chance to be compared to any other image in the set, but
images that have approximately equal quality have been
compared more frequently to provide high quality ordering.
Each observer during one experiment has carried out 306
comparisons of image visual quality (612 evaluations of
relative visual quality of distorted images). The observers
have performed experiments on a variable number of
reference images (1-3). Totally, 654 observers have performed
200124 comparisons of visual quality of distorted images or

400248 evaluations of relative visual quality in image pairs.
Each image from the total set of 1700 distorted images finally
got, on the average, 235 estimates of relative visual quality.
As the result, the quantitative estimates of image visual quality
have been obtained (the numbers of got points) as well as rank
estimates of quality (average place in the ordered sample).
Spearman correlation between the MOS for both variants is
0.998 whilst Kendall correlation is equal to 0.961. These
values evidence high statistical confidence of the obtained
MOS. Another evidence of reliability of the MOS is the high
correlation present in the data independently obtained in the
three different countries where the experiments have been
carried out (0.93-0.96).
The validity of the subjective test results was verified by a
screening of the results performed according to Annex 2 [22].
The average MOS for all the 25 reference images is given
in Fig. 4. In each section, corresponding to one distortion,
there are four dots that mark the MOS for the four distortion
levels; the leftmost dot corresponds to the first level of
distortions. This plot allows drawing some interesting
conclusions. First, none of the considered distortions produces
for all levels a worse image visual quality than for other types
of distortions. Similarly, there is not a distortion providing for
all levels a better visual quality than the one obtained for other
types of distortions. This shows that the database has been
properly designed. Third, we would like to highlight the
interesting phenomenon that has been also emphasized in
[15]. Among images with modified contrast the highest visual
quality is assigned to images with slightly enhanced (about 1.2
times) contrast. This confirms the hypothesis that subjectively
such images are perceived by observers as even having higher
quality than the corresponding reference images. At the same
time, the over-contrasted images (with contrast enhanced by
1.45 times) occur to be visually perceived as having worse
quality than images subject to some other type of distortions.
It is also interesting to note that distortions induced by
filtering occur to be very similar to distortions due to JPEG
image compression. The range of visual quality of images for
these two distortions is the widest. We would like to highlight
the dependences of the visual quality on the PSNR for
distortions of the 1st (Additive Gaussian noise), 9th (DCT 3D
denoising), 10th (JPEG), and 11th (JPEG2000) types.
These dependences are shown in Fig. 5. These plots prove
one more time that the PSNR is not suitable to characterize the
visual quality of distorted images, especially filtered ones. If
the PSNR after filtering increases by 1-2 dB, the visual quality
of the filtered image can results even worse. To be sure that
the filtering operation leads to an improvement in the image
visual quality, its PSNR should increase by, at least, 2.5-3 dB
if the PSNR of the noisy image was of about 29-30 dB, or by,
at least, 7-8 dB if noisy image PSNR has been about 20-22
dB. Another comment by the analysis of Fig. 5 is that for
images presenting a similar PSNR, the visual quality of
images compressed by using the JPEG standard is preferable
in comparison to images compressed by using the standard
JPEG2000 (as in LIVE, we used the freely available coder

Kakadu [6]). JPEG produces worse visual quality of images
than JPEG2000 for PSNR around 22-23 dB [5].
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publishing results obtained by means of TID2008, it is
necessary to refer to this paper. Finally, we would like to
stress once more the main advantage of TID2008: it satisfies
main requirements for image quality testing, containing many
different types of distortion related to various peculiarities of
HVS.
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